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We have investigated effects of the partial substitution of trivalent La for divalent Ba on the
magnetic properties of the double perovskite Ba2 FeMoO6 . Polycrystalline Ba2⫺x Lax FeMoO6
samples have been prepared by the conventional solid-state reaction in a stream of 5% H2 /Ar gas.
Magnetization 共15 K, 5 kOe兲 is 2.6 B /f.u. for x⫽0.5 which is smaller than the value of 3.8 B /f.u.
for x⫽0. The partial substitution of La3⫹ for Ba2⫹ considerably enhances the Curie temperature
T C . The T C increases from 316 K for x⫽0 to 336 K for x⫽0.5. © 2003 American Institute of
Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1556253兴

Low field room-temperature magnetoresistance has been
observed in polycrystalline samples of Sr2 FeMoO6
共SFMO兲.1 This compound has a double-perovskite structure
A2 B⬘ B⬙ O6 with ordering of Fe3⫹ (3d 5 , S⫽5/2) and
Mo5⫹ (4d 1 , S⫽1/2) ions arranged alternatively on the B
sites in the cubic perovskite ABO3 . 2 A large antiferromagnetic interaction between the S⫽5/2 spins of Fe3⫹ and the
S⫽1/2 spins of Mo5⫹ induces a ferrimagnetic state with an
ideal saturation magnetization (M s ) of 4  B per formula unit.
In addition to its ordering structure, this compound displays
a metallic behavior with the Curie temperature (T C ) of 410–
450 K.2– 4
The early study on A2 FeMoO6 共A⫽Ca, Sr, and Ba兲 systems examined the significance of bond distances on the
T C . 3 By substituting Ca2⫹ or Ba2⫹ for Sr2⫹ in SFMO, it
showed that the maximum T C was achieved for SFMO, and
that the T C was found to decrease irrelevant to the ionic size
of substituting divalent ion (Ca2⫹ or Ba2⫹ ) as the amounts
of substitution increased. The observed variation in T C has
been investigated in terms of the evolution of the T C and
crystallographic structure as a function of the average ionic
radius ( 具 r A 典 ). 5 A remarkable correlation has been found between the T C and the electronic bandwidth 共W兲, which is
controlled by structural parameters, i.e., the maximum T C
value for SFMO corresponds to the compound with a larger
estimated W.5
In A2 FeMoO6 systems, as the 具 r A 典 is increased, the symmetry of crystallographic structure evolves from monoclinic
共for A⫽Ca兲 to tetragonal 共Sr兲 and finally to cubic 共Ba兲.5
Since Ba2 FeMoO6 共BFMO兲 has a cubic symmetry, it is
proper to investigate the role of partial substitution without
symmetry breaking. Similar to SFMO, BFMO is a ferrimagnetic compound with magnetic transition temperature T C
⬃320– 340 K. 2,3,6,7 In this article, in order to figure out some
effects of partial substitution of La3⫹ for Ba2⫹ on magnetic
properties of BFMO, samples with the chemical formula

Ba2⫺x Lax FeMoO6 共BLFMO兲 have been investigated. The
partial substitution of La3⫹ for Ba2⫹ in BFMO has two effects: 共1兲 effective reduction of average ionic radius without
distortion of the unit cell from cubic symmetry and 共2兲
change of valence state and magnetic moment of Fe/Mo ions
via electron doping.
Polycrystalline BLFMO samples were prepared by standard solid-state reaction. Powders of high purity 共99.99% or
better兲 of BaCO3 , La2 O3 , Fe2 O3 , and MoO3 were mixed,
ground, and fired at 900 °C in air with several intermediate
grindings, followed by firing at 900 °C in a stream of
5% H2 /Ar gas for 10–20 h. The resulting specimens were
ground, pressed into pellets, and sintered at 1100 °C in a
stream of 5% H2 /Ar gas for 5 h. Powder x-ray diffraction
patterns were taken with a Phillips diffractometer using
Cu K ␣ radiation. Magnetization measurements were taken
with a commercial vibrating sample magnetometer 共Lake
Shore, Model 7300兲.
Figure 1 shows powder x-ray diffraction patterns for
polycrystalline BLFMO samples. It reveals that samples ex-

a兲

FIG. 1. X-ray powder diffraction pattern for Ba2⫺x Lax FeMoO6 . Inset: lattice parameter for Ba2⫺x Lax FeMoO6 .
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